SUMMARY REPORT OF THE SECOND "COMMON TASKS" GROUP MEETING

The second Informal Group Meeting on Common Tasks was held on April 2nd and 3rd prior to the GRSG meeting.

1. The Informal Group has adopted the document CT2-4 containing the basic principles for all future work. The document states, among other things, the following points:
   - Only technical harmonised definitions shall be developed
   - Only common definitions with extensive applicability shall be developed

2. The Informal Group has also agreed that definitions on Masses shall be developed for:
   - Vehicle curb mass
   - Unladen vehicle mass
   - Gross vehicle mass
   - Occupant mass
   - Pay mass
   - Maximum tyre load
   - Maximum towed mass
   - Maximum mass of vehicle combination

   and definitions on Dimensions shall be developed for:
   - Vehicle length
   - Vehicle width
   - Vehicle height
   - Wheel base
   - Tread/Track
   - Front overhang
   - Rear overhang

3. In addition, possible options concerning parameters to define Categories are mentioned in document CT2-6. It was agreed that further proposals and comments shall be sent to the secretary by end July 2001 in order to facilitate the discussion in the next October meeting.